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an integration. The difficulty lies in the selection of appropriate 
photoactive and electronic materials and the design of efficient 
structures and shapes.

Here, we have achieved such a novel photoelectric conversion 
device by effectively integrating the photomechanical actuation 
and electrostatic effect into a 1D yarn. The yarn-type photoelec-
tric conversion device (YPCD) was composed of two functional 
electrodes (Figure 1a and Figure S1 and S2, Supporting Infor-
mation). One electrode included an aligned carbon-nanotube 
(CNT) fiber that had been coated with poly(tetrafluoroethylene) 
(PTFE) to store charges, while the other electrode was made 
with a bilayer composite strip of aligned CNT sheet/paraffin 
wax/polyimide (PI) for photomechanical actuation. Under the 
periodical irradiation of visible light, the YPCD was repeatedly 
bent and released to change the distance between the com-
posite strip and the fiber electrodes, which further changed the 
number of induced charges on them to generate potential dif-
ferences. These YPCDs were flexible and foldable (Figure 1b,c), 
and they exhibited tunable output voltages with a high long-
term stability, so they were promising for a broad spectrum 
of applications such as smart and flexible electronics with the 
requirement of remote control. This work also provides a new 
concept for photoelectric conversion other than solar cells.

The CNT fibers and sheets were dry-drawn from a spin-
nable CNT array that had been synthesized by chemical vapor 
deposition. The building CNTs were aligned in both fiber and 
sheet (Figure 1d,e), which provided them with flexibility and 
high electrical conductivity on the level of 102–103 S cm−1. 
PTFE, as a polymeric electret, can retain electrostatic charges 
on surfaces for a long period.[17] PTFE nanoparticles with diam-
eters of about 200 nm were dip-coated onto the CNT fiber to 
form a compact layer (Figure 1f,g). The composite fiber was 
polarized via plasma treatment to produce negative electrostatic 
charges on the PTFE surface.[18] The composite strip electrode 
was prepared by sequentially coating the molten paraffin wax 
and paving aligned CNT sheets on the PI film. The paraffin 
wax/CNT composite layer and PI film were compactly con-
tacted with each other with the thickness of ≈20 and ≈10 μm, 
respectively (Figure 1h). The surface of the composite strip was 
smooth, with the paraffin wax uniformly filled in the voids of 
highly aligned CNTs (Figure 1i).

In a bilayer composite strip electrode, the aligned CNTs 
can absorb visible light to generate heat and efficiently trans-
form the heat to the guest paraffin wax.[19] Because the thermal 
expansion coefficient of the paraffin wax is higher than that of 
PI film,[20] the bilayer composite strip was bent to the side of 
PI layer under the light. Furthermore, the aligned CNTs have 
a higher modulus in longitudinal direction than in transverse 
direction. This would exert a geometrical constraint to make 
the paraffin wax expand more perpendicularly to the aligned 

Photoelectric conversion plays an important role in various 
electronics for detection, information, and energy supply. It 
is generally realized by solar cells that directly transform light 
into electricity.[1–5] However, their photovoltaic performances 
strongly depend on the weather condition, e.g., being less 
effective at a cloudy or rainy day. It is also difficult to control 
them remotely for a tunable photoelectric conversion, which 
may limit their practical applications in a variety of fields 
such as microelectronics. Therefore, a lot of efforts have been 
attempted to find the other strategies to convert the light energy 
to electricity with easy operation and high performance,[6–9] but 
it remains unavailable yet.

The rapid advancement on the multifunctional integration 
at electronics may provide a new and general platform to solve 
the above problem. Besides the direct photoelectric conversion 
by the solar cell, it reminds us whether the photoelectric con-
version can be also realized indirectly by a series of functional 
parts that are integrated into one device. For instance, light 
energy can be first changed to the other forms of energy such 
as mechanical energy, followed by the further conversion to 
electricity.

On the one hand, a variety of materials such as polymers 
is studied to mechanically actuate upon the light irradiation, 
and this photomechanical actuation is reversible under alter-
nate irradiation of different wavelengths of lights or periodical 
irradiation of the same light.[10–14] On the other hand, a mate-
rial with the designed structure may generate electricity on the 
basis of piezoelectric, triboelectric or electrostatic effects under 
mechanical actuations.[15,16] Although the photomechanical 
actuation and the piezoelectric/triboelectric/electrostatic 
behavior are both extensively investigated, they have not been 
integrated to complete a series of energy transformations from 
light energy to mechanical energy and then to electrical energy, 
although it seems obvious and very promising to make such 
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CNTs (Figure S3, Supporting Information). Therefore, the 
bilayer composite strip exhibited bending deformation under 
the light, and could be recovered after removal of the light due 
to the volume change of the paraffin wax.[21] For a typical com-
posite strip with a length of 3 cm, it was bent to a maximal 
displacement of 1.7 cm in ≈1.28 s under the light, and recov-
ered in ≈2.00 s after turning off the light (Figure S4, Sup-
porting Information). In addition, the alignment of CNTs also 
ensured the high reversibility and stability of photomechanical 
actuations.[21]

By assembling the composite strip with the PTFE-coated 
fiber, the resulting YPCD still exhibited bending deformation 
under the irradiation of visible light (Figure 2a). More specifi-
cally, when the CNT/paraffin wax composite layer was entirely 
irradiated by the visible light, the YPCD was bent to the side 
of PI layer within ≈2.05 s and generated a displacement of 
1.4 cm for a 3 cm long strip; it was returned to the original state 
within ≈2.19 s after removing the light. The deformation had a 
longer response time and smaller displacement than the bare 
stripe electrode due to the constraint of the composite fiber 
electrode. Meanwhile, the distance between the two electrodes 

changed during bending under optical microscopy (Figure S5, 
Supporting Information). When the YPCD was bent under the 
light, the distance between the PTFE-coated CNT fiber and 
bilayer composite strip electrodes decreased gradually from 
≈100 μm until contact, which was reversed after removal of the 
light. This reversible distance changes from reversible photo-
mechanical actuation can be used to achieve the energy conver-
sion based on the electrostatic effect.

The typical photoelectric conversion performance was 
studied by periodically turning on and off the light which 
was irradiated on the YPCD. Without the light irradiation, 
no obvious voltage signal was detected (Figure 2b). When the 
light was turned on, it bended to generate a positive voltage 
(Figure 2c); it was recovered to the original state and generated 
a negative voltage after turning off the light. For a typical YPCD 
with a length of 3 cm, the output voltage with a peak value of 
70 mV was produced. With the light being turned on and off 
periodically, the YPCD was bent and released reversibly, thus 
generating the voltage signals at a specific frequency.

To illustrate the working principle, the YPCD was simpli-
fied into an equivalent circuit model (Figure 2d–f). Originally, 
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Figure 1. Schematic illustration and structure characterization of the YPCD. a) Schematic illustration. b,c) Photographs of the YPCD before and after 
bending, respectively. d,e) SEM images of an aligned CNT fiber at low and high magnifications, respectively. f,g) SEM images of a PTFE-coated CNT 
fiber at low and high magnifications, respectively. h,i) SEM images of the CNT/paraffin wax/polyimide composite strip in cross-sectional and side 
views, respectively.
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the PTFE layer was negatively charged by plasma polarization, 
while the CNT sheet was grounded. Due to the electrostatic 
effect, positive charges would be induced on the CNT fiber and 
sheet for the conservation of charges.[22,23] There was not any 
difference in electrical potential between the CNT fiber and 
sheet electrodes. When the YPCD was bent under the light, 
the distance between the PTFE coated CNT fiber and bilayer 
composite strip electrodes would decrease, and more positive 
charges were accumulated in the CNT sheet electrode because 
of the electrostatic induction. Therefore, an electrical potential 
difference was generated between the CNT fiber and sheet. 
Free electrons at the CNT sheet would flow to the CNT fiber 
to balance the potential difference and reached a new stable 
state after bending. When the YPCD was recovered to the 
original state after the light was turned off, the internal gap 
between PTFE coated CNT fiber and bilayer composite strip 
was increased to break the equilibrium. Therefore, the elec-
trons flowed back from the CNT fiber to the CNT sheet through 
the external circuit, and an opposite electrical potential was 
thus produced. Therefore, an alternate output voltage had been 

observed, indicating that the YPCD was able to convert the light 
into electrical energy.

Specifically, taking one cycle in Figure 2c for demonstra-
tion (Figure S6, Supporting Information), when the light was 
turned on at 1.50 s, the YPCD was bent to the maximal dis-
placement at 3.55 s and generated a maximal positive voltage of 
70 mV due to the electrostatic induction along with the distance 
decrease of the two electrodes. After that, the bending was kept 
under the light, but the voltage decreased to the original value 
due to the flow of free electrons for balance. When the light was 
turned off at 10.32 s, the YPCD recovered to the flat form at 
12.51 s. At the same time, it generated a negative voltage with 
the maximal value of 70 mV due to the increase of the internal 
gap between two electrodes. The voltage was then recovered 
again to the stable stage of original value because the electrons 
flowed back. The response time of the voltage generation was 
consistent with the bending deformation of the YPCD.

In order to confirm that the signal was generated by the 
YPCD rather than the measurement system, the switching 
polarity test was made to exclude the possible error from the 
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Figure 2. Working mechanism of the YPCD. a) Photographs of the YPCD (length of 3 cm, width of 0.2 cm) showing a reversible bending deformation 
in response to the visible light with an irradiated intensity of 27 mW cm−2. b) The output signal at original state without the light irradiation. c) The 
output voltage with the light being periodically turned on and off. d–f) Schematic illustration of the charge distribution at the original state (d), under 
light irradiation (bending state) (e), and without light irradiation (after release) (f).
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change in the system capacitor.[24] The YPCD can be considered 
as a variable-capacitance generator due to the stable charges 
in PTFE, and the change of the contact resistance might pro-
duce a disturbing signal under working. Such a signal could 
not change its sign when the positive and negative probes of 
voltage meter were exchanged. In contrast, for a YPCD with 
forward connection, the positive and negative voltage pulses 
corresponded to the rapid bending and recovering processes, 
respectively (Figure S7a, Supporting Information). However, 
the polarity of the output voltage signals was reversed but 
with similar values in the case of the exchanged connection 
under the same reversible photomechanical actuation process 
(Figure S7b, Supporting Information). Therefore, the measured 
signals were generated by the YPCD during the bending and 
releasing processes.

As the voltages were generated by the photomechanical 
actuation and the electrostatic effect, the frequency/irradiated 
intensity of the irradiation light and the content/polarization 
of PTFE were important factors to influence the output per-
formance. Figure 3a shows the impact of the light frequency. 

For a given light with an irradiated intensity of 27 mW cm−2, 
when the frequency of the light was increased from 0.2 to 
0.6 Hz, the peak value of the output voltage was decreased. 
Under the light with the same frequency of 0.6 Hz, the peak 
value of the output voltage was increased from 50 to 150 mV 
with the increasing irradiated intensity of the light from 27 to 
90 mW cm−2 (Figure 3b). This can be explained by the fact that 
the two factors decided the reversible bent displacement of the 
YPCD under the light. Higher irradiated intensity and lower 
frequency of the light would cause larger displacements, which 
thus led to higher peak output voltages. Similarly, the YPCD 
could generate different voltages in response to the light with 
different wavelength ranges (Figure S8, Supporting Informa-
tion), which in turn could be used for photodetection. In other 
words, when an electrical signal was generated from the given 
YPCD, we can estimate the intensity, frequency or wavelength 
of the incident light.

As the PTFE was coated on the CNT fiber and polarized to 
store the charges, the content and polarization of PTFE were 
also important for the performance. For a given CNT fiber with 
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Figure 3. The output performance of the YPCD under different conditions. a) The output voltages under the irradiation light with increasing frequencies 
but the same irradiated intensity of 27 mW cm−2. b) The output voltages under the irradiation light with increasing intensities but the same frequency 
of 0.6 Hz. c) The output voltages from the PTFE-coated CNT fibers with increasing diameters. d) The output voltages by polarization of PTFE for 
increasing periods.
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the diameter of ≈54 μm, a series of PTFE-coated CNT fibers 
were prepared with the diameters in the range of 79–252 μm 
(Figure S9, Supporting Information) and polarized at the same 
conditions. The fabricated YPCDs showed increasing output 
voltages with the increasing diameters under the same condi-
tion (Figure 3c), as the surface area of the PTFE was improved 
to further increase the amount of negative charges at the sur-
face during polarization.[22] Therefore, more positive charges 
would be induced on the CNT fiber and sheet due to the elec-
trostatic effect, which finally enhanced the output voltages 
of the YPCD. Since the amount of the charges impregnated 
in PTFE by plasma polarization was essential to the output 
performance, the time of polarization was also investigated 
(Figure 3d). It was found that the output voltage displayed a sig-
nificant increase with the increasing polarization time from 5 
to 15 min; it was decreased with the further increase to 20 min 
in polarization time due to the surface damage of the PTFE 
layer under a longer polarization (Figure S10, Supporting Infor-
mation), e.g., the PTFE may be peeled off from the CNT fiber 
during deformation.

The output voltages of the YPCDs can be also tuned. Two 
YPCDs (A and B) generated positive voltages when they were 
bent under light and produced negative voltages after releasing 

without the light. Under the light with an irradiation frequency 
of 0.2 Hz and an irradiated intensity of 27 mW cm−2, the peak 
values of the positive output voltages were ≈50 mV for A and 
≈100 mV for B, respectively, (Figure 4a). After being con-
nected, the output voltages showed the same sign but with a 
superposed value of ≈150 mV under the same conditions. The 
result indicated that the output voltage from the connected 
YPCDs were enhanced compared to the single YPCD. The 
higher output performance with the increase in the number 
of YPCDs is attributed to the parallel connection (Figure S11, 
Supporting Information) which generated more induced 
charges.

Moreover, although the output voltage of a typical YPCD 
was decreased from ≈145 to ≈70 mV in the first 7 d, it could 
be then well maintained in the following 40 d (Figure 4b). As 
a typical polymer electret material, PTFE has been reported to 
be capable to implant negative charges by plasma polarization 
treatment. These implanted negative charges usually decay in 
two-stage.[25,26] In the first stage, they are compensated by rela-
tively mobile intrinsic holes resulting in a comparatively steep 
decay nearly exponential, which is consistent with the first  
7 d in this YPCD. After that, as the holes exhausted, the 
implanted negatives charge lied at a slow decay stage with the 

Figure 4. The integration and durability of the YPCD. a) The output voltages of two YPCDs (A and B) at separate state and parallel connection. b) The 
variation of the peak output voltage as a function of time. c) Continuous output performance of the YPCD for over 1000 cycles. d) The last ten cycles 
of (c).
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very long electret lifetime. This long-term performance was 
attributed to the high stability of PTFE to store the surface 
charges.[15] Further, a durability test was also carried out for 
over 1000 cycles of photomechanical actuation (Figure 4c). The 
output voltages remained almost unchanged due to the high 
reversibility of the photomechanical actuation of the composite 
strip.

The output power density of the YPCD was characterized by 
measuring the output voltage and current with an external load 
resistance. The YPCD (length of 3 cm, width of 0.2 cm) was con-
nected with various load resistances from 5 kΩ to 100 MΩ and 
worked under the light with a frequency of 0.2 Hz. The peak 
output voltage increased from 25 to 150 mV with increasing 
load resistances, while the peak output current decreased from 
to 32 to 0 nA (Figure S12, Supporting Information). The instan-
taneous current and power values were 23.2 nA and 0.54 nW 
with an optimal external load resistance of 1 MΩ, respectively. 
The output current with the light being periodically turned on 
and off was recorded (Figure S13, Supporting Information).
The average output power density of YPCD was calculated to 
be ≈0.38 nW cm−2 though an integration method (Figure S14, 
Supporting Information).[22]

In summary, a novel photoelectric conversion device in a 
yarn type was developed by integrating photomechanical actua-
tion and electrostatic charge storage together. It could output a 
peak voltage of nearly 150 mV under the light irradiated. The 
photoelectric conversion performance was highly stable and 
durable, which is promising for long-term applications. This 
work also provides a new platform for converting light energy 
to electricity with high remote controllability.

Experimental Section
Preparation of the PTFE-Coated CNT Fiber: An aligned CNT fiber with 

a diameter of ≈54 μm was prepared from a spinnable CNT array that 
was synthesized by chemical vapor deposition.[27] An aqueous PTFE 
suspension (60%) was purchased from Aladdin and used as received. 
The PTFE was dip-coated onto the CNT fiber, followed by evaporation of 
solvent at room temperature. After being completely covered with PTFE, 
the composite fiber was annealed at 150 °C in an oven for 12 h in order 
to enhance the adhesion. Finally, the PTFE-coated CNT fiber was treated 
by plasma polarization (gas plasma generator, K-mate, China) with a 
service irradiated intensity of 75 W for 15 min, resulting in net negative 
electrostatic charges on its surface.

Preparation of the CNT/Paraffin Wax/Polyimide Composite Strip: 
The paraffin wax (from Sigma–Aldrich) was first melted at 80 °C and 
spin-coated onto a commercial polyimide film (Kapton, thickness 
of ≈10 μm) with a spinning speed of 1000 round per minute. Twenty 
layers of aligned CNT sheets (≈20 nm for each layer) were paved on the 
surface of paraffin wax. After reheating to 80 °C, the liquid paraffin wax 
was infiltrated into the aligned CNT sheet, followed by cooling to room 
temperature. The composite film was then cut into flexible strips with a 
length of 3 cm and width of 0.2 cm, and the CNTs were aligned along 
the width direction.

Fabrication of the Yarn-Type Photoelectric Conversion Device: The two 
ends of PTFE-coated CNT fiber electrode were fixed on the surface of 
CNT/paraffin wax/polyimide composite strip electrode by poly(vinyl 
alcohol) glue, leaving a gap between fiber and strip. Both the CNT 
fiber and sheet were bridged to one copper wire by silver paste for the 
connection with the external circuit. The YPCD with the length of 3 cm 
and width of 0.2 cm was typically studied in this work.

Supporting Information
Supporting Information is available from the Wiley Online Library or 
from the author.
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